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Quantum and Classical Orientational Ordering in Solid Hydrogen
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We present a unified view of orientational ordering in phases I, II, and III of solid hydrogen. Ph
II and III are orientationally ordered, but the ordering objects in phase II are angular momenta of ro
molecules, whereas in phase III the molecules order themselves. This concept provides a quan
explanation for the vibron softening, libron and roton spectra, and the increase of the vibron effe
charge in phase III, as well as a framework for understanding the topology of the phase diagra
ortho-para state at high pressure. The effective charge and the infrared and Raman vibron fre
shifts are all linear in the order parameter in phase III. [S0031-9007(97)02385-5]

PACS numbers: 62.50.+p, 63.90.+ t, 67.80.–s, 78.30.– j
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In the last decade, a wealth of information about t
phase diagram of hydrogen at high pressures has b
collected. However, even a qualitative understanding
the phase transformations in the solid is not yet in ha
Three phases are known in the experimentally access
range of pressures, which extend to 300 GPa and s
over an order of magnitude in compression (Fig. 1). T
high-temperature phase consists of a closed packed la
of freely rotating and, on average, spherically symmet
molecules [1]. The two low-temperature phases ha
lower symmetry, which implies at least partial ordering
the molecules [1–3]. The properties of the two phas
are so distinct, however, that more general concepts t
mere crystallographic dissimilarities must be invoked
understand the origin of various phenomena they exhi
The most unusual features include a dramatic incre
in the infrared (IR) activity of the main vibron, a stron
vibron softening, an unconventional geometry of the ph
boundaries, and drastic changes in rotational excitati
[2–4]. Here we show that these disparate observations
be understood in terms of the concept of quantum ver
classical orientational ordering in the dense solid.

Hydrogen at low temperature and pressure forms
only molecular quantum solid. As such, the excitatio
of the freely rotating molecules in phase I can be d
scribed by the rotational quantum numberJ. This con-
trasts with heavier molecular crystals, where molecu
rotation is substantially hindered even at low pressu
[5]. The properties of H2 and D2 crystals greatly de-
pend on the ground state of the constituent molecu
(J  0 or 1), which in turn is determined by their tota
nuclear spin. Here we consider hydrogen solids hav
a substantial fraction of spherically symmetricsJ  0d
molecules (e.g., para-H2 or ortho-D2). Solids containing
a sufficiently high concentration ofJ  1 molecules, in-
cluding o-H2yp-D2, transform to a cubic phase (spac
group Pa3) even at ambient pressures (e.g., 3.8 K) [
In this transition, the direction of angular momenta of i
dividual molecules orientationally order. This transfo
mation is driven by quadrupolar interactions, where t
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ordered phase is the lowest-energy configuration for cl
sical quadrupoles [5].

A different kind of orientational ordering occurs in
phase II. In this case, solids consisting of spherica
symmetric molecules (p-H2 or o-D2) transform to ordered
(broken symmetry) phases at,110 GPa in p-H2 [3]
or at ,28 GPa in o-D2 [6] at T ! 0 K (Fig. 1). This
transition was interpreted as arising from increasi
intermolecular interaction that results in mixing of high
angular momenta (e.g.,J  2, 4 for p-H2) into the
ground state molecular wave function and imparting
finite angular moment for the molecules [6]. The nonze
angular momenta can then order, with molecular cent
forming a lattice derived from hcp [1]. Even mor
exotic ordering schemes may exist for normal H2 or D2
[7]. We will refer to these low-pressure ordered phas
collectively as phase II. Here ortho-para distinctions a
valid in the sense that the wave function can be defin
for individual molecules and is either even or odd.

One expects that at still higher pressure intermolecu
interactions become so strong that all higherJ states have

FIG. 1. Phase diagram of hydrogen at megabar pressu
obtained from Raman and infrared measurements [1,2,12].
open triangle and diamonds are from Ref. [3].
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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the same weight; that is, the molecules behave classic
and can orientationally order as classical rotors. Suc
pressure-driven transformation between two kinds of
entationally ordered states would be a transition betw
a quantum and a classical crystal. This would be uni
in relation to known quantum crystalline transitions (e.
solid He) in the sense that the quantum-classical dist
tion considered here is associated with rotational deg
of freedom. As discussed above, spectroscopic chang
the II-III transition near 150 GPa are significantly larg
than those due to orientational ordering at the I-II bou
ary. Not surprisingly, the higher-pressure transition
been the focus of considerable theoretical study rece
(e.g., [8–10]). We show that new and previously repor
data, including the orientational order parameter, vib
effective charge, changes in roton and libron spectra,
ometry of the phase diagram, and evolution of the ort
para state, point to the transition to phase III as being s
a transformation. This provides a simple and transpa
model for orientational ordering in phases I, II, and III.

1. Order parameters and infrared intensity.—We first
consider the increase in IR vibron absorption associa
with passage into phases II and III (Fig. 2). At 167 G
and 85 K, the effective charge of the vibron isqp ø
0.032e [11]; it increases with pressure and reaches0.037e
at 230 GPa. In phase II, in contrast,qp is &0.004e at
140 GPa and the same temperature, whereas phase
characterized by a weak and broad disorder-induced b
[4,12,13]. The origin of these differences can be und
stood from analysis of the temperature dependence oqp.
We find a striking correlation between the temperature
pendence ofsqpd2 (integrated intensity) andDn, the fre-
quency shift with respect to its value at the transition po
sPc, Tcd for phase III, i.e.,sqpd2 ~ Dn2 over the entire
P-T range investigated [Fig. 3(a)]. The observation
qp ~ Dn can be interpreted to mean that both quanti

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of IR vibron spectra.
I-II transition. (b) I-III transition.
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are linear functions of a scalar order parameter,Dn ~ h

andqp ~ h [14]. Recent measurements of the Raman v
bron in phase III (for D2) [15] showed that the temperatur
dependence of the frequency shift (proportional toh) can
be described by a Maier-Saupe model, which characteri
the orientational ordering of classical rotors and initial
was derived for liquid crystals. We show here that th
same is true for the IR intensity and both IR and Ram
shifts [1,3] [Fig. 3(b)]. In contrast, the normalized orde
parameter in phase II is qualitatively different, being muc
steeper as a function ofTyTc (cf. Ref. [13]).

2. Magnitude of the effective charge.—We now show
that not only the temperature dependence ofh but
also the magnitude ofqp can be understood within
the proposed framework. Previously, the origin of th
vibron intensity in phase III was examined from variou
electronic standpoints [8–10]. We note here that
condition for vibron IR activity is that the two atoms in a
molecule are crystallographically inequivalent [16]. If th
molecules have nonzero quadrupole moments, a nonz
electric field is then induced at the lattice sites, whic
in turn polarizes the molecules and creates an effect
dipole moment [17]. We have estimated the magnitu
of the effect for H2 by calculating the induced field in
several well-studied quadrupolar lattices. The total fie
is proportional to the quadrupole moment,E  bQya4,
wherea is the lattice parameter. The component of th
field along the H-H bond,Ek, is bkQya4. The values
for b depend on the structure and orientation, but for
large class of structures they are of order unity [18]. F
a static molecule in the zero-pressure solid,Q ø 0.5 a.u.
[5] and near the II-III transitiona is ,3.3 bohr. At the
equilibrium bond lengthsd  1.5 bohrd the polarizability
ak of the H2 molecule is6.72 bohr23 [19], which gives
an effective static chargeq  aEyd ø 0.025e. To find

FIG. 3. (a) Experimental integrated IR intensity versus fr
quency shiftDn for phase III. (b) Order parameter from IR
intensity and IR and Raman frequency shifts at 176 GPa.
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the dynamic charge, we substitutea by ds≠ay≠dd. From
Ref. [19], we haveqd ø 1.5q, which givesqp ø 0.06e
for the total effective charge, close to the experimen
value of0.03 0.04e [20].

This result should be contrasted with the behavior
the vibron in “quantum” phase II. In this phase, th
narrow absorption peak appears on the shoulder of
broad disorder-induced band (Fig. 2) [1,4]. This sha
peak is a symmetry-allowed IR-active vibron and sign
the onset of orientational ordering of angular momen
The maximum intensity of this vibronsqp ø 0.004ed is
an order of magnitude smaller than that for phase
(e.g., at 165 GPa) at the same temperature [4,11]. Sev
factors reduce the effective charge in phase II compa
to that in III: (a) In a pure quantum state in whic
hJ, MJj  hl, lj, the expectation value ofQ is reduced
by a factor ofs2l 1 3dyl [21] with respect to that of a
static molecule, and (b) the polarizability perpendicu
to the molecular bonds is smaller than that parallel. T
smaller polarizability not only diminishes the static char
by 40%, but also reduces the dynamic charge by a fa
of 3. As a result, the effective charge is reduced by 2–
from the change inkQl and 2–2.5 from the polarizability
change, giving a total reduction by a factor of 5–10,
agreement with experiment.

3. Rotons and librons.—The proposed picture furthe
implies that elementary excitations corresponding to
angular degrees of freedom in the system (rotons an
brons) must be very different in phases II and III. I
deed, IR and Raman data reveal a striking change in th
low-frequency excitations upon crossing the II-III pha
boundary. Figure 4 shows rotational and librational mo
frequencies from new and earlier spectroscopic data u
230 GPa. No discontinuity is observed in the broad
ton bands at the I-II transition for normal H2 (110 GPa
and 85 K). In contrast, the rotons disappear at the II
transition and are replaced by new excitations in the sa
energy range. This change can be understood by
sidering the difference in libron spectra for quantum a
classically ordered phases. For the former,J remains
a good quantum number and the roton excitations ch
acteristic of the disordered phase are supplemented
MJ ! MJ 0 “libron” excitations of the ordered phase, as
the Pa3 structure of ortho-rich H2 [5]. Likewise, phase
II consists ofrotating molecules with a similar set of ex
citations. In contrast, the molecules in phase III beha
as classical objects (as in solid N2), andJ is no longer a
good quantum number. The elementary excitations a
ciated with rotational degrees of freedom are neitherJ !

J 0 rotons norMJ ! MJ 0 transitions but are anharmon
classical librons, quantized angular oscillations about
equilibrium orientation in which full rotation is strongl
hindered. Moreover, the phase III librons harden dram
cally with pressure and extrapolate to zero about 70 G
below the transition (Fig. 4). This strong pressure dep
dence is expected for librons and can be contrasted
1068
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FIG. 4. Rotational and librational frequencies for phases I,
and III of hydrogen (85 K)[1,4,11]. The IR data were obtain
by subtracting the vibron frequency from IR combination ban
measured. A new Raman band in phase III having a str
pressure dependence identical to one of the IR modes is sh
The dashed line suggests “latent soft mode” behavior of
librons.

the behavior of the higher frequency lattice mode, wh
shows at most a small discontinuity across the II-III tran
tion [1]. These observations, together with the continuo
and discontinuous changes in the vibrons [15], are indi
tive of a first-order, but nonreconstructive, mechanism
the transition.

4. Geometry of the phase diagram.—The geometry
of the phase boundaries near the I-II-III triple poi
(Fig. 1) also fits the picture of a “quantum-classical” o
entational transition. Near the triple point, now esta
lished for H2 and D2 [1,12,13,15], the I-II boundary is
nearly horizontal,dTcydPc & 0.4 KyGPa, while the II-
III boundary is nearly vertical up to, 80 K, dTcydPc *

30 KyGPa in H2; this effect is even more pronounce
in D2 [15]. Such a configuration is highly unusual fo
a crystallographic transition. One can use the Clap
ron equation,DVyDS  dTcydPc, to estimate the vol-
ume change across each phase transition. Assumin
entropy changeDS ø 0.2Rymole (Ref. [5], p. 238), we
estimateDV at the I-II transition to be0.0007cm3ymol.
An analogous calculation for the I, II-III transition give
about 0.05 cm3ymol. Indeed, one should expect larg
changes in intermolecular forces for the latter because
modifications in quadrupole-quadrupole interactions [
This effect can be estimated for static molecules from
electrostatic energy of quadrupolar close-packed lattic
U  1.5kQ2ya5, k ø 7 [5]. Differentiating this with re-
spect to volume, we calculate an “electrostatic” press
of about 8 GPa, which gives0.05 cm3ymol at 150 GPa
[23]. Note that the quadrupolar energy is reduced b
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factor of 4y25 [5] for rotating J  1 molecules; this is
consistent with the much smaller volume change at
I-II transition.

5. Ortho-para state.—The “quantum-classical” trans
tion associated with phase III has important implicatio
for the evolution of ortho-para states as a function
pressure. There is evidence for ortho-para distinguis
bility under moderate pressures, but its persistence to
megabar range has been a subject of debate [1].
above analysis naturally leads to the conclusion that
wave function of the crystal in phase III can no long
be factored into individual molecular wave functions,
single-molecule ortho-para distinguishability is lost.
contrast, despite the mixing ofJ states in phase II, th
notion of parity of the wave function of nuclei in an in
dividual molecule is valid. This is supported by rece
measurements for D2: in phases I and II significant dif
ferences in IR and Raman bands are observed for sam
starting out as pure ortho versus normal [7]; in phase
however, the number and frequencies are identical and
dependent of sample history [12,13].

In conclusion, we suggest that orientational order
in the high-pressure molecular phase of hydrogen (ph
III) is qualitatively different from that observed at lowe
pressures (phases I and II). The molecules in phase II
orientationally ordered in the sense that the time aver
of the molecular bond direction is nonzero, whereas
phase II the ordering objects are axes of quantiza
of angular momentum. This concept provides a natu
explanation for the striking IR vibron activity and oth
properties of phase III. Further quantitative treatm
should take into account detailed structural change
these transitions and such effects as zero-point mo
(e.g., Ref. [9]).
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